
Beamr Video
Perceptual Optimization: 
Return-On-Investment
Analysis
Beamr Video reduces the bitrate of video streams by 
up to 50%, which directly affects the video delivery 
costs, in addition to an improved UX for the end 
user. In this document we show how the saving in 
CDN costs for streaming videos result in a short-
term return- on-investment which quickly turns into 
significant cost savings.
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Introduction
Beamr Video is a perceptual video optimizer, which reduces the bitrate of video streams 
by up to 50% without compromising their perceptual quality.  Lower video bitrates 
directly affect the video delivery costs: Optimizing highly popular videos that are delivered 
thousands (or even millions) of times each, can result in significant CDN cost savings for 
the content provider, in addition to an improved UX for the end user.  In this document 
we show how the saving in CDN costs for streaming videos can be much greater than the 
license and operational costs of deploying Beamr Video, resulting in a short-term return-
on-investment which quickly turns into significant cost savings.

The improvements in UX are bound to 
increase video viewing time, customer 
engagement and ARPU, strengthen brand 
loyalty and reduce churn compared to other 
streaming services that do not optimize their 
videos.  While this article is focused on ROI 
based on delivery cost alone, we will cover 
in a separate article how the improved UX 
enabled by Beamr Video translates into 
substantial higher revenue for customers.

The ROI Model
The model for calculating the return on 

investment is simple:

ROI = CDN Cost Savings - (Beamr Video 
Licensing Cost + Processing Cost)

If ROI > 0, then the content provider is 

saving money with Beamr Video, in addition 

to delivering a better UX for the end user, 

and increasing revenues via brand loyalty, 

engagement, stickiness, churn reduction, etc.

In the presented model, we used the processing 

prices offered by Amazon EC2, and the CDN 

prices offered by Amazon CloudFront, since 

these are relatively aggressive numbers 

which lead to a conservative estimate. If 

a content provider uses a smaller cloud 

A Better UX
Before diving into numbers, it is important to 
bear in mind that one of the main benefits of 
Beamr Video is improving important aspects 
of the streaming video UX: 

 Faster stream start: Since the bitrate is 
lower, given the same incoming bandwidth, 
the player buffer fills up faster resulting in 
a faster playback start.

 Less buffering events: Since playback 
rate is also constant, a lower bitrate also 
means slower emptying of the buffer, 
resulting in less re-buffering events.

 Higher video quality: Since the bitrate of
 all layers of Adaptive Bitrate (ABR) streaming 

are reduced, higher layers with better quality 
that were above the capacity of the user’s 
connection before optimization, are below 
that threshold after optimization, and can 
be received by the user, resulting in better 
quality video for the same bandwidth.

M-GO (a joint venture of Technicolor and 
DreamWorks Studios) has found that after 
deploying Beamr Video in their video processing 
workflow, buffering events have decreased 
by 50%, stream start time was shortened 
by 20%, and users were able to view higher 
quality videos over the same bandwidth.
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The number of processing hours required 
by Beamr Video to optimize an hour of video 
on a single core varies according to the 
resolution of the video, and is presented in 
the table below.

Note  Beamr Video has built-in multi-core 
capability, so on a multi-core machine 
the actual processing time for one hour 
of video would be much less than the 
numbers presented below, however we 
use the single core numbers to enable 
easier calculations since the Amazon EC2 
processing cost is provided for a single 
core.

Resolution
Beamr Video Single 
Core Processing Time 
(Hours)

640x360 3

960x540 5

1280x720 7

1920x1080 14

Since in our model we have 2 layers of 720p 
and 2 layers of 360p, the total single-core 
processing time for an hour of video content 
using Beamr Video is:

2 x 3+5+2 x 7+14 = 39 hours

Combining this figure with the license cost 
presented earlier, the total Beamr Video 
license cost for processing an hour of video 
content is: 

39 x $0.285 = $11.1
per hour of video content

Beamr Video can save between 20% and 
50% of the bitrate, so in this calculation 
we assume that the average reduction in 
bitrate is 35%.

service, or performs processing on-site, it 
is likely that the cost savings will be higher, 
resulting in a quicker return on investment.

Note  Due to variability in storage costs 
based on how content is handled by the 
customer, we do not include the reduction in 
storage cost in our calculation, but for some 
customers who have very large volumes, 
these savings can also be significant.

Assumptions
ABR Profiles

The ROI calculation is based on producing 6 
layers of ABR streaming, taken from actual 
resolutions and bitrates used in top OTT 
services, as described below.

Layer Resolution Bitrate (Kbps)

1 640x360 750

2 640x360 1250

3 960x540 1500

4 1280x720 2000

5 1280x720 3000

6 1920x1080 6000

The average bitrate of all layers is:

(6000+3000 + 2000 + 1500 + 1250 + 750) 
/ 6 = 14500 / 6 = 2417 Kbps.

Note  If a content provider uses less 
layers or higher bitrates, the ROI increases 
accordingly.

Beamr Video License Cost
A single instance of Beamr Video costs $2500 
a year. Assuming a Beamr Video server is 
working 24/7 to optimize videos, the hourly 
license cost of Beamr Video is:

2500 / 365 / 24 = $0.285 per hour
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Processing Cost

For high volume processing, Amazon EC2 
costs around $0.105 per hour for each core.  
This number can be reduced to around $0.03 
per hour using Spot instances, yet for the 
sake of our calculation we will stay with 
the conservative figure of $0.105 per hour.  
Based on this figure, the total Amazon EC2 
processing cost for one hour of video content 
(which requires 39 processing hours as 
presented in the previous section) would be: 

39 x $0.105 = $4.095
per hour of video content.

CDN Cost

Amazon CloudFront CDN prices for relatively 

high volume customers that have several 

Petabytes a month are $0.03 per Gigabyte.

Taking into account the average bitrate of 

our ABR layers as presented above is 2417 

Kbps, the file size for each hour of video is: 

2417 / 8 * 3600 = 1.087 Gigabyte per hour

Therefore, the cost for delivering one hour 

of video is:

 $0.03 / 1.087 = $0.027

per hour of video delivered.

The Beamr Video savings of the CDN cost, 

taking into account 35% average reduction 

in bitrate, would be: 

0.35 X $0.027 = $0.00945

per hour of video delivered.

ROI Calculation
We now calculate the return on investment 
using the formula presented in the ROI Model 
section above: 

ROI = CDN Cost Savings - (Beamr Video 
Licensing Cost + Processing Cost)

Assuming each hour of video content is 
viewed by N users, the ROI is: 

ROI = $0.00945 X N - ($11.1 + $4.095)
To get a positive ROI, we set ROI > 0, and 
we get: 

$0.00945 X N - ($11.1 + $4.095) > 0
Solving for N we get:

N > ($11.1 + $4.095) / $0.00945 = 1608 
views

So for every video content item that is 
viewed more than 1608 times, the return on 
investment for Beamr Video is positive.  For 
example, if a very popular item gets 1 million 
views, the return on investment would be: 

ROI = $0.00945 x 1000000 - ($11.1 + 
$4.095) = $9450 - $15.195 = $9435

In this example, the delivery cost would be 
reduced from 

$0.027 x 1000000 = $27,000
to

$27,000 - $9,345 = $17,565
And this is of course in addition to the 
improved UX and storage cost savings as 
mentioned above.
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About Beamr

Beamr is the global leader in media optimization solutions, powering some of the world’s 
top web publishers, social networks and media companies. Beamr offers a patent-pending 
perceptual video optimizer, which reduces the bitrate of H.264 and HEVC streams by up 
to 50%, preserving their full resolution and quality. By reducing video bitrates, Beamr 
enables content and service providers to distribute exceptionally high-quality video, 
with faster downloads and smoother streaming on bandwidth constrained connections.

For more information, visit  www.beamr.com

http://www.beamr.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/beamr
https://plus.google.com/+Beamrvideo/posts
https://www.facebook.com/BeamrVideo
https://twitter.com/BeamrVideo

